Ref. BK-F03BARC01
DAY 1: ARRIVAL BARCELONA
Meet and greet at Barcelona – El Prat Airport by our local representative and
transfer to Barcelona. Enjoy Plaça d’Espanya panoramic, with its Las Arenas
Bullring-Fashion Mall. Visit Montjuïc Hill, with its iconic 1929’s Universal Expo
Palace -National Art Museum MNAC- for sightseeing and relaxing. Walking
through 1992‘s Olympic Games Complex, one of the most special and
remembered editions.
Proceed to the maritime&beach town Barceloneta, Olimpic Village and Sports Bay,
with its twin towers. Halal lunch.

Proceed to Tibidabo, the highest hill overlooking Barcelona. It affords spectacular
views over the city and the surrounding coastline, from its amusement park.
Halal dinner and overnight in Barcelona.
DAY 2: BARCELONA – HIGHLIGHTS TOUR – SHOPPING
Breakfast. Our guide brings us to the worldwide known Camp Nou Stadium, home
of F.C. Barcelona team. Camp Nou Experience Tour, which ends at FCB Official
Store. Halal lunch
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Visit the CCIC Islamic Catalan Culture Center. Proceed getting delighted with
world famous modernist architect Antoni Gaudí’s unfinished work, the Sagrada
Família. Walk around with panoramics and proceed to Passeig de Gràcia
Fashion Catalan Boulevard. Its buildings La Pedrera and Casa Batlló are
another Gaudí’s jewels of Barcelona.

Proceed to the city center square Plaça Catalunya and start our Walking Tour
through the old town, with its highlights: the Cathedral Square, carrer Petritxol,
Augustus & Roman Wall, Bisbe St., Gothic Quarter, Plaça del Rei, Plaça Sant
Jaume with its Major and government palaces, Jewish Quarter, Plaça Reial, La
Rambla famous boulevard and its iconic market La Boqueria.
Proceed by Portaferrissa and Portal de l’Àngel shopping streets, where we could
get delighted with Spanish world renamed fashion brands such as Massimo Duti,
Mango, Zara, Bershka, as well as international branding. End at El Corte Inglés®
fashion boutique www.elcorteingles.com and free time for shopping.
Halal dinner and overnight in Barcelona.
DAY 3: BARCELONA – FREE & EASY – TAILORMADE
Breakfast. Free & easy. Possibility for many recommended experiences with our
guide, who will kindly offer and look for our special interests.
DAY 4: BARCELONA – DEPARTURE
Breakfast. Transfer out to Barcelona Airport for departure with warm
memories.
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PRICE INCLUDES

PRICE EXCLUDES

Transfers in-out

Other services or extras

Meet & Greet

Insurance

Program on Halal Full Board

Beverages during meals Lunch or Dinner

Modern transportation

Porters at the airport or hotels

Muslim English speaking escort guide

Tipping

1 litter of water for each 4 pax during meals

Luggage services

1 bottle of water 330 ml daily during the tour
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OPTIONAL TOUR EXTENSIONS

Home of F.C. Barcelona since 1957 (meaning New Camp), It’s the largest
stadium in Europe and the second largest association football stadium in the
world in terms of capacity (99,354 seats). Camp Nou has been used for various
purposes other than football, often hosting major concerts, congregations,
rugby, etcetera.

Antoni Gaudí, Spanish Catalan architect is the best known practitioner of
Modernism, culminating in an organic style inspired by natural forms. Discover
his masterpiece, the Sagrada Família Monument –the most visited in Spain-,
along with La Pedrera and Casa Batlló buildings.

Is a street in center Barcelona, popular with tourists and locals alike. Strolling
along, one can see several notable sights, such historic buildings and historical
side streets leading to fairy tale quarters.

It opens of the Rambla and is one of the city's foremost tourist landmarks,
housing a very diverse selection of goods.

